
Forward to The Self-Supporting City, by Gilbert Tucker

Sixty-five years have passed, fifty if one counts from the revision in 1958, since Gilbert Tucker 
wrote his short book, The Self-Supporting City. It is likely the most widely known of Tucker's six 
books. WorldCat.org, the search engine listing holdings of university libraries, shows that 450 
copies are in these institutions but a far larger proportion are likely scattered in personal 
collections. A casual search of public libraries shows that it is also frequently available. In the 
last thirty years the claim which Tucker first put forth in this book has been discussed far more 
widely in scholarly articles as the "Henry George Theorem," a thesis he would have readily 
accepted. Google Scholar calls up a total of 225 separate articles that mention it at least in 
passing, and the term is contained in the subject title for a tenth of them.

According to the late Laurence Moss (2005:152), long-time editor of the Georgist-oriented 
American Journal of Economics and Sociology the Henry George Theorem was never given 
explicit articulation in any writing by George himself.  There is, however, a passage in Progress 
and Poverty (1879, Book VIII, Chapter 2) that proposes that rent is sufficient to finance public 
services not at the municipal level but rather at the national level. Henry George wrote:

 In every civilized country, even the newest, the value of the land taken as a whole is sufficient to 
bear the entire expenses of government. In the better developed countries it is much more than 
sufficient. Hence it will not be enough merely to place all taxes upon the value of land. It will be 
necessary, where rent exceeds the present government revenues, commensurately to increase the 
amount demanded in taxation, and to continue this increase as society progresses and rent 
advances.

The Henry George Theorem (HGT) is discussed in today’s literature solely in terms of its 
relevance to municipal finance. If empirical studies don’t prove the case, they at least tend to 
affirm it by arguing that it is more plausible than not. The fact that modern cities are not “mono-
centric” and do not have clearly defined boundaries, together with the fact that revenue streams 
are directed to segmented sectors and multiple levels of government, means that it is essentially 
impossible to demonstrate the validity of the Theorem. Nonetheless, modeling now brings the 
thesis to levels of sophistication that neither George nor Tucker could ever know. Richard Arnott 
(1994:336), writing in an edited collection of William Vickrey’s most important papers, explains 
the development of the HGT as follows:

One of the most celebrated results in urban economics is the Henry George Theorem. The best-
known variant of the Theorem states that in a city of optimal population size, where the source of 
agglomeration is a localized pure public good, urban (differential) land rents equal expenditure 
on the public good. Thus, a confiscatory tax on land rents is the single tax necessary to finance 
the public good. The explanation for the result is as follows: In a city of optimal population size, 
the average social cost of providing residents with a given level of utility is minimized. At the 
point of minimum average cost, there are locally constant returns to scale so that the product 



exhaustion theorem holds. With marginal-cost pricing, the profits generated from the decreasing 
returns to scale activities equal the losses from the increasing returns to scale activities. In the 
current context, the profits take the form of land rents and the loss is the expenditure on the local 
public good. The Henry George Theorem was discovered independently by Serck-Hansen (1969), 
Starrett (1974), Flatters, Henderson, and Mieszkowski (1974) and Vickrey. Vickrey delayed 
publication and was the last into print. Unfortunately, therefore, his 1977 paper on the Theorem, 
“The City as a Firm,” has not received the recognition it deserves. In any event, the paper 
provides an elegant formulation of a variant of the Theorem and an insightful explanation and 
discussion of it. It is included as part of the 1994 collection of Vickrey’s best work.

Vickrey wrote in a later article (1992:34), 

It can be shown that … site rents generated by the availability of goods and services at prices 
reflecting marginal social cost (over and above the rent on peripheral rural land) will be just 
sufficient, no more and no less, to provide the needed subsidies.

It has been left to other Georgist oriented economists to further test the dimensions of the 
hypothesis. Fred Foldvary (2005) and Donald Shoup (2005) have also amplified much of what 
was implicit in the proposition. Shoup (2004) gives credit for the introduction of the term to 
Arnott and to Joseph Stiglitz in a 1979 article. The HGT by its present name is not more than 
about thirty years old, but it is significant that it is recognized as having several “variants.”

Given this evolution, it is helpful to restate what is the core of the Theorem.  According to Arnott 
(2004:1085): 

The basic Henry George Theorem states that, in an arbitrarily large, spatially homogeneous 
economy [that is, the residential land parcels are equal in size and identical in other ways except 
for location to the CBD] composed of identical individuals, in which the single source of 
decreasing returns to scale is the production  of lots via commuting costs, labour is the only 
factor of production, and the distribution of economic activity over space is nontrivial, optimal 
city size is well defined and is characterized by aggregate land rents equaling expenditure on the 
pure local public good. 

In the course of exploring how closely the HGT mirrors Tucker’s thesis, several economists 
mentioned in personal communications that two ideas are distinguishable: George’s claim that 
land is a sufficient source of revenue and the separate claim that the sufficiency of revenue 
follows logically from certain premises. In the long run equilibrium, public services in urban 
cores can be paid for by land rent just as they are in peripheral hinterlands, and the level of 
revenue in each case really becomes an identity. The HGT is arguably a tautology when all the 
premises obtain. Tideman (1993) explores the consequences of the Theorem when the conditions 
are relaxed. Arnott proposes that the HGT “serves as a benchmark,” and that it can only obtain in 
an efficient economy and where land is homogeneous. Gaffney has recently argued, Tideman 
concurring, that most urban infrastructure investments will raise available rent to a level “at least 



enough” to pay for the associated services. The exceptions are when ventures are undertaken 
without sound financial analysis and the undertakings are simply “bridges to nowhere.” Further 
recognition of public infrastructure investment’s impact on land rent occurs in transportation 
finance, especially under the name, “Value Capture” (Gihring and Smith. 2006, and 
www.vtpi.org/smith.pdf).

Gaffney’s (2009) most recent effort to address this matter is in his aptly titled assertion, “The 
Hidden Taxable Capacity of Land: Enough and to Spare.” Dwyer (2003:40) also claims that the 
proportion of rent to GDP in his native Australia is far higher than either government accounts or 
mainstream neoclassical textbooks indicate. After an extensive review of available land rent but 
excluding other resource rents that obtain, he wrote, “The 'bottom line' reinforces the overall 
conclusion … that land-based tax revenues are indeed sufficient to allow total abolition of 
company and personal income tax. Further, to the extent that some taxes, such as rates, land tax, 
resource rent taxes and even part of income tax on land rents are already capitalized in lower 
market values for privately held land, the figures would tend to understate the capacity of land 
income to replace existing taxes.”

Other amplifications of the HGT stem from a revived interest in the ideas of economic 
geographer Heinrich von Thünen, now deceased for almost two centuries. He titled his 1826 
book, The Isolated State —state, in German, really meaning city—with good reason. He is 
credited with developing the basics of the theory of marginal productivity in mathematical 
formulas that still hold. Yet The Isolated State focuses most on the marginal productivity of 
agricultural lands and gives little attention to cities.  According to the Wikipedia entry, 
unfortunately not credited, this long obscure German landowner is today ranked on a level with 
Marx by noted historian Fernand Braudel. The disciples of von Thünen seem more mathematical 
than those exploring the Henry George Theorem, even though both necessarily rely essentially 
on modeling. Paul Samuelson (1983) is usually credited with reintroducing him to English/
American speaking audiences even though the person getting the most google search hits today 
on von Thünen is Professor Masahiso Fujita (1989, 2000, 2002). Samuelson terms von Thünen’s 
“land-and-labor model, a magnificent edifice,” and notes that he had a significant influence on 
Marshall. One can also find extensive discussion of von Thünen in the work of turn-of-the-
century economist Richard Ely (1922, 1940:66ff), certainly no friend of Henry George. And 
Gaffney recalls that his thesis advisor at Reed College in the late 1940s, Arthur Leigh, wrote his 
dissertation on von Thünen at University of Chicago. 

Despite the growing literature on the HGT after the 1970s, no attention is given to work by 
earlier Georgist scholars and writers that have likely plowed this ground. One looks in vain for 
citations for Homer Hoyt, Harry Gunnison Brown, Dick Netzer and Mason Gaffney. A series of 
twelve Georgist books published by the University of Wisconsin Press under the acronym TRED 
(Taxation, Resources, and Economic Development) from 1965 to 1983 provide ample inspiration 
for further discussion and research. It would appear that the HGT was at least implicit in much of 
this work, even though there was yet no appellation given to it. There is no reference to any of 
these books in the later material using the term HGT or any other approximating it. 
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It is not surprising that a writer like Tucker, without academic credentials writing on economics, 
would be ignored among those in the academy. Henry George himself, one must recall, suffered 
the same fate—and still does. Tucker, writing in the 1940s and 1950s, amplified his thesis in the 
very title of his book, and put forward an argument which students of George had essentially 
overlooked. Yet, in fairness, there are no scholarly references in Tucker’s books either.

An interesting passage appears on a recent blog reflective of the current economic thinking about 
the potential revenue sufficiency proposed by the Henry George Theorem. Michael Scott Moore 
(2009), an American journalist who has written for The Atlantic Monthly, Slate, and the Los 
Angeles Times, recounts an experience in Germany when Paul Krugman came to speak:

 Paul Krugman came to Berlin in 2008, right when the subprime crisis had started to 
rumble, and I asked his opinion of Henry George. He squinted and tried to remember the name 
of the book. “Uh — Progress and Poverty I think is the [main text]?”
 “That’s right.”
 “Well, look. Believe it or not, urban economics models actually do suggest that Georgist 
taxation would be the right approach at least to finance city growth. But I would just say: I don’t 
think you can raise nearly enough money to run a modern welfare state by taxing land. It’s just 
not a big enough thing.”

One would think that Professor Krugman, of all people, would have a detailed understanding of 
both von Thünen and the Henry George Theorem in view of the fact that his Nobel Prize was 
largely for his study of the location, distribution, and spatial organization of economic activities. 
His blindness to the importance of land rent in determining spatial configurations and market 
patterns shows that contemporary economic theory has traveled far from its initial moorings.

One of the most informative websites summarizing observations on the HGT (although there 
called the “Henry George Rule) is by David Robinson, Department of Economics, at Laurentian 
University, set up June 7, 2002.  It was done under the auspices of the Institute for Northern 
Ontario Research and Development as The Councillor’s Toolkit #1. It cites many other papers 
and their general argument. The website address, last accessed 1/04/2010, is http://
inord.laurentian.ca/6_02/Henry_George.htm. 

George originally proposed that the self-supporting city would arise from the increase in the rent 
of land where labor and capital rose commensurately in productivity. Tucker found this a self-
evident truth. The book (1946:11; 1958:9) begins boldly:

Municipal taxation as now levied can and should be a thing of the past: the American city can be 
a self-supporting corporation, meeting its expenses from its rightful income. Taxation is 
unnecessary, because the city has, in its physical properties, acquired through the years, by the 
expenditure of its people’s moneys, a huge capital investment from which it collects only a very 
small part of the return earned. 
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The 1946 edition and the 1958 edition vary only in small degrees, and all subsequent references 
here are from the revised version, unless some particular point needs contrast between the two. 
The first edition, for example, contains a subtitle, which the revised version drops. The first book 
is titled, The Self-Supporting City: Meeting the Problems of Housing, Employment, and Taxes. 
Writing in the wake of the Second World War, he was certainly aware that public expenditures 
and the resulting war debt had reached an all-time high, and this would account for inclusion of 
the subtitle as a qualifier. He likely believed, as did most of the public, that the war expenditures 
were a one-time occurrence, and that the country would soon return to more protracted budgets. 
The capture of land rents would then again be sufficient in "meeting the problems of housing, 
employment, and taxes." When after twelve years budgets failed to return to pre-war levels, he 
may have thought better about that subtitle. Beyond that, the differences involved are stylistic 
changes, minor reorganization, and in more up-to-date illustrations of various cities which have 
used and could make use of land value taxation. His proposed means of approaching the 
challenge is little different than that used since: the gradual and separate shift in taxes off 
buildings and onto land values. Tucker could not have known in the 40s and 50s that twenty 
small Pennsylvania cities now employ two-rate tax regimes, scheduled in some cases to phase 
out on improvements entirely. The Georgist-oriented Center for the Study of Economics and the 
Henry George Foundation of America have been instrumental in this reawakening.

There is no use of technical language at all, and it is doubtful that Tucker could speak in that 
vein. At one point he suggests that “it makes little difference whether we call what the city 
collects taxes or ground rent, for it is all the same to its people” (p 72).  He points out that by not 
collecting the full amount of ground rent, “we pay for what we get, not once, but twice.” To 
emphasize the point the original is in italics. Unfortunately, he doesn’t explain this further.  He 
must have understood that leaving the ground rent to be capitalized in property parcels means 
that it then becomes part of the mortgage. Then other revenue regimes must be imposed in order 
to pay for public services. It is for this reason that the property owner pays twice on his holding. 

As literature in the Georgist tradition goes, Tucker’s book, The Self-Supporting City, is neither so 
economically oriented that it might appeal to professionals, or so abstractly framed that it would 
suit philosophers interested in distributive justice. It is, rather, a book for citizens, intended to 
make the case for a more productive, efficient, and just system of public finance. Tucker wrote 
three other books advocating a Georgist agenda: The Path to Prosperity (1935) was directed to a 
national audience, more abstract and policy oriented to the economic crisis of the depression as 
he saw it. His second treatise, For the Good of All, written a decade later, naturally focused more 
directly on principles of governance, particularly the policies which would in his opinion both 
ameliorate the likelihood of future wars and institute more just and democratic political regimes. 
Both this and the earlier book explore the idea of land privilege as it manifests in contemporary 
western societies. To him it was clear that democratic societies would always be imperfect as 
long as privilege remains. His last Georgist book was a college text: Common-Sense Economics, 
published in 1957, just before The Self-Supporting City was revised. An extended essay on the 
life and work of Gilbert Tucker can be accessed online at www.cooperativeindividualism.org. 
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The 1946 edition of The Self-Supporting City was reviewed favorably in the American Journal of 
Economics and Sociology by John Zangerle, the Cuyahoga (Ohio) County Auditor; the second 
1958 edition, also favorably, by University of Rochester economist William Dunkman (1959) in 
The Journal of Finance.

The 1946 edition contains two interesting items not included in the second 1958 edition. First it 
contains a forward by eminent Georgist Lawson Purdy, an attorney who in the course of his long 
life (1864-1959) served for decades as President of Taxation and Assessment in New York City, 
Treasurer (1923-37) and President (1936-44) of the Russell Sage Foundation (Hammack:141), 
President of the Robert Schalkenbach Foundation in the 1930s, and active in many other bodies 
too. It is included in this reprinted edition. 

Lawson Purdy’s First Edition Forward:
Mr. Tucker’s program is essentially sound. Had it been adopted years ago, we should not now be 
forced to witness the unnatural sight of thousands of persons unable to find homes for themselves 
and their families.

Such a program as Mr. Tucker proposes would go far toward restoring realty values, reducing 
municipal debt and easing the tax burden. It would help to eradicate slums and would lend 
impetus to the building trade and, through it, to other trades, bringing us a long step nearer to 
the solution of peace-time unemployment.

During the depression years our cities had a really dreadful time. The value of their land sank so 
low that it could not be sold at any price. That is not true at the present time, but the conditions 
which have brought about the changes are, at best, temporary. The real solution for the blight 
has yet to be applied.

Mr. Tucker comes of a family of writers and educators, for three generations conspicuous in the 
field of agricultural journalism. His father was the author of several books and editor of The 
Country Gentleman. After his graduation from Cornell University, the younger Mr. Tucker was 
also associated with that magazine. During the first World War he did food control work and 
later, for fifteen years had change of visual education in the New York State Health Department. 
He was born in Albany and received his preliminary education at the Albany Academy. 

I commend Mr. Tucker’s book to all who have the welfare of their cities at heart.
Lawson Purdy

The first edition of The Self-Supporting City also pays homage to several people in the 
acknowledgements, also included in this edition:



The writer has been fortunate in the help he has received from many outstanding authorities. Not 
all of them, of course, are wholly in accord with the statements and ideas set forth, but all have 
contributed generously of their knowledge and have encouraged the publication of this book.

Particularly are thanks due to Mr. Lawson Purdy for making available material dealing with the 
influences of the New York subways and with the towns of Gary and Lackawanna. Mr. Purdy, a 
member of the New York Bar, has served as president of the Department of Taxes and 
Assessments of the city of New York, as Vice-Chairman of the Commission which procured the 
enactment of the zoning ordinances of the city of New York, on various State Tax Commissions 
and as secretary of the Commission to Revise the Tenement Housing Law.

To Mr. Harold S. Buttenheim, Editor of The American City, thanks are also due. As President of 
the Citizens’ Housing Council of New York and past president of the Tax Institute and of the 
American Society of Planning Officials, he has worked for many years on these problems and 
there are few who have had more valuable experience than he has.

Thanks are also extended to that outstanding citizen of New York, Dr. William Jay Schieffelin 
who gives generously of his time and thought to every civic cause. He, too, has served in many 
organizations concerned with these problems and the Citizens Union, of which Dr. Schieffelin 
was president, has endorsed the broad principles of the argument here advanced.

From his report on “Premature Subdivision and Its Consequences,” by Philip. H. Cornick of the 
Institute of Public Administration, we have taken much and Mr. Cornick has been kind enough to 
give the writer his valued criticism. Mr. Percy S. Williams, member of the board of Assessors of 
Pittsburgh, Mr. Julian Whittlesey, whose architectural work has given him intimate knowledge of 
housing and Mr. Leslie Hill Prince, formerly of the New York State Citizens Public Expenditure 
Survey, have also given aid and encouragement.

The recent literature exploring the Henry George Theorem is written for a professional economic 
audience and is also highly technical.  For this reason, Gilbert Tucker’s book, The Self-
Supporting City, written as it was for a lay audience, deserves a place in the Georgist pantheon of 
literature.  By issuing it again, we are also able to give recognition to the implicit Georgist 
insight Tucker had long before the Henry George Theorem was ever given a name. 

H. William Batt, Ph.D.
January, 2010
Word Count: 4,272 (including references) 
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